
From: Kothur, Bheem
To: Mayberry, Eric
Cc: Kothur, Bheem
Subject: FW: Closure Document - Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc - 3670 SW 47 Avenue, Davie Florida 33314 (

FLD 981 018 773)
Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 1:57:02 PM
Attachments: Rev 1_Closure Report_012114_nl_BK.pdf

Hi Eric,
Please insert the attachments into OCULUS including these e-mails under the permit modification
application.
 
The facility I.D: FLD 981 018 773  
Subject: RAI Comments
 
If you have any questions, please let me know.
Thanks.
Bheem
 

From: Kothur, Bheem 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 11:45 AM
To: 'neil@geotech-usa.com'; 'jwyuda@triumvirate.com'
Cc: Tripp, Anthony; Winston, Kathy
Subject: FW: Closure Document - Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc - 3670 SW 47 Avenue,
Davie Florida 33314 ( FLD 981 018 773)
 
Hello Nilesh, and John:
 
I have received the permit application for minor modifications and the fee of $250.00.
I have reviewed the cover letter, the application and the attachments have the following comments:
 

1.       Cover letter dated January 21, 2014, Second Paragraph, Last Sentence, Table 1, Tank Table,
Page 1 of 5:

        TEFI desires to increase the processing of used oil at the facility from existing 10,000 gallons
capacity
         in the existing horizontal Tank T-7 to an additional 20,000 gallons.
         Please review the tank table and revise as appropriate.
         Also, revise the closure cost estimates to include the additional capacity to close the Tank-7.
2.       Table 2, AST (T–11) Closure and ASTs Installation Schedule:
        Please add to the Schedule as Task 33, Start and End Date for “Submittals of As-Built
Drawings”.
3.       Table 1, Tank Table, Page 1:
        Tank T-21 is identified as “Used Oil”; however in the existing permit the Tank-21 is identified
as “Used Oil/Oily Water”.
        Please review the Tank Table and revise as appropriate.  
4.       Attachment A, Used Oil Processing Facility Permit Application, Part I, B.1, Site Information,

Page 2 of 8:  
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January 21, 2014
File No. 021322
Sent Via: email (bheen.kothur@dep.state.fl.us) and U.S. Mail


Mr. Bheem R. Kothur, P.E., DEE
Professional Engineer III
DWM/BS&HW/HW Regulation Section
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
MS# 4560, 2600 Blair Stone Road
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2400
Tel: 850-245-8781, FAX: 850-245-8810


Subject: Storage Tank Upgrade & Closure Activities Report; Triumvirate Environmental (Florida),
Inc., located at 3670 Southwest 47 Avenue, Davie, Broward County, Florida 33314 (USEPA
ID Number: FLD 981 018 773, Operating Permit Numbers: 77390-HO-008; 77390-SO-009)


Dear Mr. Kothur:


On behalf of Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc (TEFI/Facility), GeoTech Environmental, Inc. (GeoTech) is
pleased to submit this electronic copy, one hard copy of this document, and permit fees for Florida Department of
Environmental Protection, HW Regulation Section (FDEP) review and approval.


This document addresses our prior telephone and electronic mail discussions of July 26, 2013 that TEFI’s plans on
closing via removal one (1) 20,000 gallon single walled aboveground Used Oil-material storage tank (AST) (T-11),
installation of one (1) equivalent 20,000 gallon single walled vertical AST (T-11R) in the same location, and
installation of one (1) 20,000 gallon single walled horizontal cylindrical Used Oil process AST (T-22), approved
equipment, associated single wall steam systems & fuel oil piping, and appurtenances. As shown in Figure 1 and
included in List of Figures, T-11 is located in Secondary Containment Area # 1. This tank was installed in circa
1989 and has been out of service since November 6, 2003. TEFI also desires to increase the processing of used oil at
the Facility from existing +/-10,000 gallon capacity in the existing horizontal tank T-7 to an additional +/-20,000
gallon threshold capacity while utilizing the existing Fulton Vertical Multi-Port Gas Fired Steam Boiler, partial
existing steam piping, and used oil supply and return lines at the Facility.


Pursuant to the existing permit conditions dated May 7, 2013, GeoTech considers replacement of existing tank with
new tank of same size as a minor modification. Although the processing of used oil may increase by adding T-22 at
the Facility, the total storage volume of 358,000 gallons of used oil in the above ground storage tanks in use at the
Facility will not change. The Facility has operated under the existing permit conditions without any facility or
regulatory changes and TEFI assures FDEP that it will comply with any applicable new or revised laws and rules
relating to its operation. TEFI is of the contention that the proposed changes discussed above, may not constitute
major modifications to the facility plan and/or its operations, and therefore, we are providing as requested, the
following documents for FDEP review and consideration:


1. Used Oil Permit Application Part I


Pursuant to Chapter 40, Part 279 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) and Rule Chapter 62-710 of the Florida
Administrative Code (F.A.C.), TEFI is providing the FDEP Form # 62-710.901(6) Application Form effective date
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June 9, 2005 for a Used Oil Processing Facility Permit (see Attachment A for Application Form). The Application
Form references Attachments B through L.


2. Permit Modification Fee of $250.00


The fee of $250.00 for FDEP to review the document(s) is attached in Attachment M.


3. Revised Closure Plan


A Closure Plan for the Used Oil and the Solid Waste Processing Facility has already been approved by the FDEP
and is included as a reference in Attachment K. The Closure Plan discussed above describes in general the entire
facility wide closure activities and procedures. Since only Tank T-11 was proposed to be closed at this time,
GeoTech has chosen to only describe the tasks involved in closing the said tank below. It should be noted, that the
narrative below should be incorporated in the above-mentioned Closure Plan that describes implementation of
Closure Plan activities conducted for T 11 on January 6, 2014.


The following documents proper removal and/or decontamination of used oil residues in tank T-11, piping, and
secondary containment with the overall goal of obtaining a certification of closure completion that demonstrates that
TEFI closed the tank in substantial compliance with the Permit conditions, Closure Plans, and accordance with the
provisions of 40 CFR Part 265, Subpart G, 40 CFR Part 265, Subpart J, and Chapter 62-761, Florida Administrative
Code (F.A.C). The closure activity on tank T-11 began on January 6, 2014 and was completed on January 7, 2014.
The objectives were met by providing procedures and supporting documenting on how the tank was closed
including, methods for removing, transporting and disposing of all non-hazardous liquids and sludge; a description
of the steps required to remove or decontaminate all non-hazardous waste residues; verification of the integrity of
the secondary containment system and the concrete pad; and determining if the soil and groundwater was impacted,
if any.


TEFI also contracted with GeoTech to provide contractor oversight and consulting services to manage the crane
during the removal of T-11 and installation of the new T-11R. TEFI as a licensed hazardous waste cleanup,
transportation, and disposal firm was qualified to empty, decontaminate, dispose the tank liquids and sludge and
eventual transportation and disposal of T-11, a 20,000-gallon single-walled steel vertical AST (10.5-feet diameter by
31-feet high) located in a secondary containment area #1 (See Figure 2 & 3). The tank was installed in circa 1989
and has been “out of service” since November 6, 2003 when it caught fire through lightning. Refer to closure of T -
11 photos in Attachment N. During this event, the top cover of the tank blew up and fell down inside the tank
causing the tank being open to the elements for almost a decade. The tank is surrounded with other tanks T-12 to the
north, T-10 to the south and T-14 to the west. The secondary containment area #1 is approximately 65-feet long by
58-feet wide and enclosed on four (4) sides by a 1.33 feet high concrete block wall, which forms the secondary
containment. The containment was constructed by TEFI in late 1987. This area contains seventeen (17) ASTs as
shown in Figure 2 that are used to store oily wastewater and used oil. The concrete floor is constructed with 12 to
15-inch thick concrete slab which is sealed with a compatible epoxy sealant to prevent contamination through the
slab and joints.


Prior to conducting removal of the sludge, liquid, and rinsate waters, GeoTech prepared an on-site tank cleaning and
a site safety plan for TEFI.  The plan specified the method to be used, controls to prevent spillage, fire, or personnel
injury, and how the waste materials were to be packaged, shipped and disposed of by TEFI.  GeoTech anticipated
that tank entry was to be conducted, and therefore, confined space procedure was also included with the tank
cleaning plan. From the onset, TEFI had contracted to take full responsibility of manifesting, cleaning, and
disposing the tank to an approved metal recycler. GeoTech coordinated inspection of the tank to establish that it was
cleaned to a level acceptable for transportation and final disposition as scrap. An explosion-proof combustible gas
meter was used by TEFI and GeoTech before, during and after removal of liquids and sludge and while on-site, once
each hour for low explosive vapor levels (LEL) and oxygen levels.
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On January 6, 2014, GeoTech personnel began to remove the top cover inside the T-11 using a 240 ton crane. Upon
removal, TEFI mobilized to access the interior of T-11 to remove the sludge remaining at the base of the tank floor
using appropriate hoses, pressure cleaning equipment, and a 3000-gallon vacuum truck to collect the sludge and
liquids.  The entire interior walls and base floor of the tank was pressure cleaned using a g tool and decontaminated
using a solvent based degreasing agent compatible with the waste. All waste generated during the closure activities
were pumped into a mobile tanker for off-site disposal. The criteria used to determine if the tank and piping system
had been properly decontaminated was based on our field observations indicating no visible residues remained in the
piping rinsate or tank interior. The process of triple rinsing the tank, piping, and ancillary equipment continued for
three to four hours until GeoTech’s inspection verified that the tank was clean and ready for removal safely. TEFI
recorded the volumes of the materials pumped from the tank and prepared waste profile documents and disposal
manifests. Approximately, 850 gallons of sludge/heavy liquids and 200 gallons of oily water liquids including
rinsate waters were generated and disposed by TEFI.  Refer to the waste disposal receipt in Attachment O.


Once the contents of the tank and piping had been properly evacuated, disengagement of the tank commenced from
attached fixtures and appurtenances. An inspection of the lifting lugs was conducted by GeoTech representatives to
verify that it was safe to lift the tank as GeoTech was concerned that due to fire in 2003, the lifting lugs may have
compromised and could not be used, but this was not the case and the tank was safely moved to the center of the
property using the crane for inspection. GeoTech Engineer and PSSC inspected the tank and found the bottom and
sides of the tank to be intact and no evidence of cracks or holes was noted.  Upon completion of our inspection, the
tank was loaded onto a flat-bed tractor trailer by Florida Transport & Rigging, Inc for disposal to M&L Auto
Wrecking Parts (M&L) located at 4343 S. State Road 7, Davie, Florida 33314, which is less than a ¼ mile from the
TEFI facility. The tank weight was noted at 10220 pounds which is shown on the purchase receipt provided by
M&L and included in Attachment P. The Bill of Lading provided by TEFI is also included in Attachment P.


Prior to beginning decontamination of the concrete pad, GeoTech conducted an inspection of the tank pad concrete
floor around former T-11 to determine if cracks existed underneath the tank structure. No cracks were evident and
the secondary containment coating had not been compromised. Often porous surfaces provide a unique problem for
decontamination and therefore, it was necessary to verify the nature of the impervious coating placed on the slab
prior to decontamination. Based on our site inspection and concrete coring during the anchoring of the new tank T-
11R, the floor thickness was observed to vary from 12-inches to greater than 15-inches thick reinforced concrete in
various places. The same day, TEFI initiated decontamination of the concrete slab underneath T-11 using a high-
pressure water, while rinsing and scrub brushing with a solvent based degreasing agent compatible with the stored
used oil. The pressure cleaning rinse generated was collected using a 4-inch hose and continuously pumped to a
mobile TEFI vacuum truck.  Upon on completion of the final cleaning procedures, visible oily residues were not
detected on the concrete slab. GeoTech Engineer, Steven Brashers supervised after the final decontamination
activities and inspection for cracks of the entire concrete floor area and the containment wall to the east. No cracks
were identified near T-11 that would have caused penetrated of the used oil to the ground, it was concluded, that the
clean closure verification activities was successful and soil and/or groundwater assessment was not necessary at this
time.


4. Revised Drawings showing Topographic Maps, Site Plan, and Closure of AST T-11


Refer to Figure 1 in List of Figures that shows the general location of the TEFI facility in relation to the latitude,
longitude, section, township and range to approximate geographic center of the facility. This information was
obtained from the most recent USGS topographic map available.


Refer to Figure 2 in List of Figures that shows the Site Layout Map of the TEFI facility. The Facility currently
consists of twenty (20) single-walled steel aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) ranging from 1,000 gallons to 20,000
gallons, and one (1) 100,000 gallon AST. The storage tank farms are located outdoors, fenced, and/or walled on all
sides with four (4) separate concrete floor secondary containment structures.
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Refer to Figure 3 in List of Figures showing the location of the one (1) 20,000 gallon single walled vertical T-11
AST that was removed on January 6, 2014.  The next day, an equivalent 20,000 gallon single walled vertical T-11R
was installed in the same location and within secondary containment area #1.


Refer to Figure 4 in List of Figures for the one (1) 20,000 gallon single walled horizontal cylindrical process AST
(T 22). This tank has been installed in secondary containment area #4 and just north of one (1) 100,000 gallon single
walled AST T-21.


5. Revised Secondary Containment Calculations


Refer to Attachment Q for the secondary containment calculations for secondary containment area #1 where T-11
is placed and secondary containment area #4 where T-22 is placed. In summary, worksheets determine that the
dimensions for both berms meet the secondary containment requirement for aboveground bulk storage containers in
question. The calculations are required to be certified by a Florida Professional Engineer.


6. Revised Tank Table


Refer to Table 1 below that shows the listing of all the aboveground storage tanks and including the 55-gallon
drums.


7. Revised Closure Cost Estimates; Upon Approval Revised Financial Assurance


Refer to Closure Cost Estimate in Attachment R.


8. Tank Closure and Installation Schedule


Refer to Table 2 below that shows Closure & Replacement of Vertical 20,000-gal AST T 11 and Installation of New
20,000-gallon Horizontal AST (T 22).


Table 2. AST (T11) Closure and ASTs Installation Schedule


Task Start
Date End Date Description


1 1/3/2014 1/3/2014 Kickoff meeting at facility
2 1/3/2014 1/4/2014 Triumvirate to remove all liquids and sludge from vertical AST T-11
3 1/6/2014 1/9/2014 Triumvirate shut down Davie facility from load-unload activities
4 1/6/2014 1/8/2014 Allegiance Crane set up 120-ton crane west of loading-unloading area
5 1/6/2014 1/7/2014 Delivery of high lift
6 1/6/2014 1/7/2014 Disconnect piping from vertical AST T-11
7 1/6/2014 1/7/2014 Rig AST T-11 for removal with high lift
8 1/7/2014 1/8/2014 Remove out of service 20,000-gal vertical AST T-11, place in yard


9 1/7/2014 1/9/2014 Closure verification by PE after removal and before setting new AST T-
11R


10 1/6/2014 1/7/2014 Triumvirate final clean, close, render useless, dispose of AST T-11
11 1/7/2014 1/7/2014 Take delivery of new 20,000-gal horizontal and new 20,000-gal vertical
12 1/7/2014 1/7/2014 Rig new vertical AST T-11R for placement
13 1/7/2014 1/7/2014 Crane set replacement new AST T-11R vertical 20,000-gal
14 1/7/2014 1/72014 Rig new horizontal AST T-22 for placement
15 1/7/2014 1/7/2014 Crane set new AST T-22 horizontal 20,000-gal
16 1/8/2014 1/8/2014 Crane set new pump box next to new AST T-22
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46.08


38.37


Location
Capacity


(gals) Product Stored Install Date
Tank Diameter &
Length


Tank Shell
Thickness Secondary Containment


AST #T1 8,000 Used Oil 01/89 8' x 21.5' H 3/8" #1
AST #T2 8,000 Used Oil 01/89 8' x 21.5' H 3/8" #1
AST #T3 6,000 Used Oil 04/89 8' x 16' H 3/8" #1
AST #T4 6,000 Anti-Freeze 04/89 8' x 16' H 3/8" #1
AST #T5 10,000 Used Oil 06/87 10' x 18' H 3/8" #1
AST #T6 9,500 Used Oil 06/87 10.5' x 14.6' H 3/8" #1
AST #T8 20,000 Used Oil 03/89 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
AST #T9 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 06/87 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
AST #T10 20,000 Used Oil/Diesel 06/87 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
T11 20,000 Out of Service 03/89 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
T12 20,000 Used Oil 03/89 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
T13 20,000 Used Oil 03/89 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
T14 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 04/89 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
T15 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 04/89 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
T16 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 04/89 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
T17 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 04/89 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
T18 or Mixer*** 6,500 Out of Service 01/93 8.5' x 16' V 3/8" #1
T7 10,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 02/92 8' x 26' H 3/8" #2
T20 1,000 Truck Diesel 01/89 5.33' x 6' H 3/8" #5
T21 100,000 Used Oil 06/96 20' x 31' V 3/8" #4


Drums 55-550


Haz and non-haz
waste, oil filters or
other petroleum, and
cooking oil NA NA NA #3 and #6


T11R*** 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water Prop: 01/14 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
T22**** 20,000 Process Tank Prop: 01/14 10' x 34.5' H 3/8" #4


* The permit lists 358,000 gallons as the total facility capacity; individual tank fill volume calculated at 95% of used oil/oily water tank size


** T18 or Mixer AST has been out of service since 1989, therefore should not be included in the facility volume calculations


*** T11R is a replacement of T11 with the same volume so there is no net add or loss to the permit volume or secondary containment


**** T22 is a process tank that takes product from tank farm and no net add or loss to the permit volume or secondary containment


GENERAL CLOSURE ACTIVITIES
FOR 20,000 GALLON VERTICAL
ABOVEGROUND STORAGE TANK
(AST) (T-11)


1. TRIUMVIRATE ENVIRONMENTAL
(FLORIDA) INC (TEFL) IS THE
OWNER/OPERATOR OF A USED
OIL AND MATERIAL PROCESSING
(USED OIL PROCESSOR,
TRANSPORETER, OIL FILTER
RECYCLER) FACILITY LOCATED
AT 3670 SW 47TH AVENUE,
DAVIE, FL. 33314. BASED ON THE
CURRENT FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
(FDEP) PERMITS # 77390-HO-008 &
7739-SO-009, DATED MAY 7, 2013,
THE FACILITY IS AUTHORIZED
TO PROCESS USED OIL, OILY
WASTEWATER, OILY SOLID
WASTE, USED OIL FILTERS, AND
COLLECT PETROLEUM CONTACT
WATER. NON-HAZARDOUS
WASTE WATER IS COLLECTED
FROM VENDORS, FILTERED,
HEATED FOR OIL/WATER
SEPARATION (WATER FRACTION
ONLY), AND THEN TRANSFERRED
TO AN OFFSITE INDUSTRIAL
WASTE WATER PRE-TREATMENT
FACILITY FOR TREATMENT AND
DISPOSAL.


THE FACILITY CURRENTLY
CONSISTS OF TWENTY (20) ASTS
RANGING FROM 1,000 GALLONS
TO 20,000 GALLONS AND ONE (1)
100,000 GALLON TANK. THE
FACILITY IS AUTHORIZED TO
STORE AND USE A TOTAL OF
358,000 GALLONS OF USED OIL IN
THE ASTS AND RELATED
APPURTENANCES CURRENTLY IN
USE AT THE FACILITY. THE
STORAGE TANK FARMS ARE
LOCATED OUTDOORS, FENCED,
AND/OR WALLED ON ALL SIDES
WITH SEPARATE CONCRETE
FLOOR SECONDARY
CONTAINMENT STRUCTURES
(SEE FIGURE 6).


2. THE SCOPE OF WORK INVOLVES
CLOSURE VIA REMOVAL OF ONE
(1) 20,000 GALLON SINGLE
WALLED ABOVEGROUND USED
OIL-MATERIAL STORAGE TANK
(AST) (T11). T 11 (10.5' DIAMETER
X 31' HIGH) IS LOCATED IN A
SECONDARY CONTAINMENT #1
AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 6 AND 7,
RESPECTIVELY. IT WAS
INSTALLED IN JUNE 1987 AND
HAS BEEN OUT OF SERVICE


SINCE NOVEMBER 6, 2003.


3. A CLOSURE PLAN IS REQUIRED
FOR USED OIL PROCESSING
FACILITIES WHEN CLOSING THE
ENTIRE FACILITY AND IN
ACCORDANCE WITH 40 CFR
279.54(H), AND SUBSECTION
62-710.800(3)(5), FLORIDA
ADMINISTRATIVE CODE (F.A.C).
IN ADDITION WITH THE
APPROVED PERMIT, A CLOSURE
PLAN DATED MARCH 18, 2003
WAS APPROVED BY THE
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
(FDEP) ON MARCH 31, 2003. THE
CLOSURE PLAN DESCRIBES THE
MANNER IN THE USED OIL
TREATMENT AND STORAGE
TANK AREAS OF THE FACILITY
WILL BE CLOSED IN ORDER TO
SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF
THE CLOSURE PERFORMANCE
PURSUANT TO RULE 62
710.800(3)(A), F.A.C. PURSUANT
TO PARAGRAPH RULE
62-4.050(4)(S), F.A.C., GEOTECH
CONSIDERS REPLACEMENT OF
EXISTING TANK WITH NEW
TANK OF SAME SIZE AS A MINOR
MODIFICATION THAT WILL NOT
REQUIRE SUBSTANTIAL
TECHNICAL EVALUATION BY
THE DIVISION AND FDEP, NOR
WILL IT REQUIRE A NEW SITE
INSPECTION, AND WILL NOT
LEAD TO SUBSTANTIALLY
DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS AND WILL LESSEN THE
IMPACTS OF THE ORIGINAL
PERMIT. FURTHER, TEIFL IS
REQUIRED TO CLOSE T11 IN
COMPLIANCE WITH AND THE
CLOSURE PLAN OF THE PERMIT
APPLICATION DATED
SEPTEMBER 18, 2012, AND
REVISED, SUPPLEMENTED
MODIFICATIONS OR
SUBMISSIONS.


4. THE CLOSURE PLAN AT A
MINIMUM WILL INCLUDE THE
FOLLOWING:


A.TEFL WILL CONDUCT TESTING
OF THE RESIDUE IN TANK T-11.
IF THE RESIDUE IS
HAZARDOUS, TEIFI WILL
FOLLOW THE CLOSURE PLAN
IN THE PERMIT APPLICATION
AND REVISED OR
SUPPLEMENTED SUBMISSIONS.


B.TEFL AS A LICENSED LIQUID
WASTE CONTRACTOR, WILL
TRIPLE RINSE THE TANK,


PIPING, AND ANCILLARY
EQUIPMENT, AND PROPERLY
DISPOSE ANY
NON-HAZARDOUS RESIDUE
AND DOCUMENT THE
FINDINGS FOR SUBMITTAL TO
FDEP AND THE DIVISION IN
THE CLOSURE REPORT. TEIFL
WILL EXERCISE CAUTION TO
AVOID ANY SPILLAGE TO THE
CONTAINMENT AREA AND THE
GROUND.


C.GEOTECH WILL INSPECT THE
TANK AND VERIFY THAT IT IS
CLEAN AND READY FOR
REMOVAL. GEOTECH WILL
REMOVE T 11 AND PIPING AND
PLACE IT ON LEVEL GROUND
FOR GEOTECH ENGINEER AND
PSSSC INSPECTION.


D.TEFL WILL LOAD AND DISPOSE
THE TANK AND PIPING TO A
SCRAP STEEL DEALER AND
PROVIDE DISPOSAL
DOCUMENTATION TO
GEOTECH, DIVISION, AND
FDEP. THE DOCUMENTATION
WILL INCLUDE (1). THE
WEIGHT OF #1 HEAVY METAL
SCRAP SOLD. (2). THE WEIGHT
OF SCRAP DISPOSED AND HOW
DISPOSED. (3). AN INVENTORY
OF THE VALVES AND FITTINGS
THAT WERE RETAINED FOR
FUTURE APPLICATION. (4). A
STATEMENT THAT THE TANKS
AND PIPING HAVE BEEN
COMPLETELY REMOVED AND
THAT EVERYTHING REMOVED
IS INCLUDED IN THE ABOVE
LISTING.


E. GEOTECH ENGINEER WILL
INSPECT THE EXISTING
CONCRETE SLAB TO VERIFY
USED OIL HAS NOT
CONTAMINATED THE SOIL,
SURFACE WATER OR
GROUNDWATER.


ON BEHALF OF TEFL, GEOTECH
WILL SUBMIT A CERTIFICATION OF
CLOSURE COMPLETION THAT
DEMONSTRATES THAT THE AST
WAS CLOSED IN SUBSTANTIAL
COMPLIANCE WITH THE CLOSURE
PLAN. PURSUANT TO SECTION
376.30701, F.S., THE CERTIFICATION
WILL BE SIGNED BY THE OWNER
OR OPERATOR OF THE FACILITY.
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STEVEN L. BRASHERS, P.E.
  FLORIDA LICENSE NO. 47151


CLOSURE PLAN FOR 20,000-GALLON AST
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TABLES







Location
Capacity


(gals) Product Stored Install Date
Tank Diameter &


Length
Tank Shell
Thickness Secondary Containment


AST #T1 8,000 Used Oil 01/89 8' x 21.5' H 3/8" #1
AST #T2 8,000 Used Oil 01/89 8' x 21.5' H 3/8" #1
AST #T3 6,000 Used Oil 04/89 8' x 16' H 3/8" #1
AST #T4 6,000 Anti-Freeze 04/89 8' x 16' H 3/8" #1
AST #T5 10,000 Used Oil 06/87 10' x 18' H 3/8" #1
AST #T6 9,500 Used Oil 06/87 10.5' x 14.6' H 3/8" #1
AST #T8 20,000 Used Oil 03/89 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
AST #T9 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 06/87 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
AST #T10 20,000 Used Oil/Diesel 06/87 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
T11 20,000 Out of Service 03/89 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
T12 20,000 Used Oil 03/89 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
T13 20,000 Used Oil 03/89 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
T14 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 04/89 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
T15 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 04/89 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
T16 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 04/89 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
T17 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 04/89 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
T18 or Mixer*** 6,500 Out of Service 01/93 8.5' x 16' V 3/8" #1
T7 10,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 02/92 8' x 26' H 3/8" #2
T20*** 1,000 Truck Diesel 01/89 5.33' x 6' H 3/8" #5
T21 100,000 Used Oil 06/96 20' x 31' V 3/8" #4


Drums 55-550


Haz and non-haz
waste, oil filters or
other petroleum, and
cooking oil NA NA NA #3 and #6


T11R**** 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water Prop: 01/14 10.5' x 31' V 3/8" #1
T22***** 20,000 Process Tank Prop: 01/14 10' x 34.5' H 3/8" #4


Table 1:  Tank Table


* The permit lists 358,000 gallons as the total facility capacity; individual tank fill volume calculated at 95% of used oil/oily water tank size
** T18 or Mixer AST has been out of service since 1989, therefore should not be included in the facility volume calculations


**** T11R is a replacement of T11 with the same volume so there is no net add or loss to the permit volume or secondary containment
***** T22 is a process tank that takes product from tank farm and no net add or loss to the permit volume or secondary containment


*** T20 is out of service. The Closure Report for this tank will be submitted at a later date.


Table 1 tank table.xls
Janaury 21, 2014 Page 1 Offeror:  GeoTech Environmental, Inc.
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USED OIL PROCESSING FACILITY PERMIT APPLICATION
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PROCESS DESCRIPTION
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ATTACHMENT J


UNIT MANAGEMENT DESCRIPTION
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SPILL PREVENTION, CONTROL,
AND COUNTERMEASURE PLAN


Triumvirate Environmental (Florida) Inc.
`


May 2007
Updated January, 20, 2014


Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc.
(Former Perma-Fix of Ft. Lauderdale, Inc.)


3670 SW 47th Avenue
Davie, Florida 33314
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SPILL PREVENTION, CONTROL,
AND COUNTERMEASURE PLAN


Triumvirate Environmental (Florida) Inc.
3670 SW 47th Avenue


Davie, Florida


MANAGEMENT APPROVAL


This is to certify that I have the authority to commit resources as necessary to implement this
Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure Plan.


This Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure Plan will be implemented as herein
described.


SIGNATURE:


NAME: Jim Green


TITLE: Vice President South East Region
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DOCUMENTATION OF REVIEW
OF SPCC PLAN


IN ACCORDANCE WITH 40 CFR 112.5(b)


A review and evaluation of the Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan must


be completed at least once every five years.


I have completed a review and evaluation of the Spill Prevention, Control, and


Countermeasure Plan for Triumvirate Environmental (Florida) Inc. and will amend the


Plan if required.


REVIEW


DATE


WILL


AMEND


WILL NOT


AMEND


NAME, TITLE, AND SIGNATURE OF


PERSON REVIEWING THIS PLAN


5/18/2012         X Sara Gilbert, ETSC


7/6/2012 x John Wyluda, Lab Services/Compliance


Coordinator


9/13/2012 X John Wyluda, Lab Services/Compliance


Coordinator


10/22/2012 X John Wyluda, Lab Services/Compliance


Coordinator


1/20/2014 X John Wyluda, Lab Services/Compliance


Coordinator
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PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER’S CERTIFICATION


I hereby certify that I, or my authorized representative, have examined the Triumvirate
Environmental (Florida) Inc. and, being familiar with the provisions of 40 CFR 112, attest that
this Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure Plan has been prepared in accordance with
good engineering practices.


I certify, under penalty of law, that this document and all attachments were prepared under my
direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel
properly gathered and evaluated the information submitted.  Based on my inquiry of the person
or persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the
information, the information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate,
and complete.  I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information,
including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations.


Signature:


Printed Name: Steve Brashers, P.E.
Company: GeoTech Environmental, Inc.
P.E. License No.: 47151


Date:
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REVISION HISTORY


Revision # Date Description of Change Pages Affected
0 05/21/2007 Initial Release
1 05/18/2012 Updated Name Change,


Added Revision History Page
Added Management Approval Page
Added Lat/Long to Section 2
Added Facility Phone Number
Section 2.III 2nd paragraph first word,
changed from drummed to containerized
Changed All Personnel to Oil-Handling
Personnel
Removed reference to Training Form in
Appendix D and detailed TEFI Training
Record Management through Intelex
Detailed perimeter fencing
Added statement about certification of
substantial harm
Added Fl-specific spill notification
statements (5.) to Section 4.I and V
Added cooking oil totes and used oil filter
containers to inspection procedures
Added Local Emergency Contact Phone
Numbers, Removed Pager Numbers
Added facility specific information to
Spill Reporting Form and Discharge
Report Form


Several
Page iv
Page i
Page 2
Page 2
Page 3


Page 13


Several


Page 14
Page 19


Pages 21, 22


Appendix A


Appendix B


Appendix C


2 July 6,
2012


Removed Containment 6 as containment,
replaced with Drum Storage Area (old
containment 8)
Removed optional inspections


Several
Appendix D


3 September
13, 2012


Added Transformer to inspection list Several


4 October 22,
2012


Updated Table 1 – Summary of Storage
Locations


4


5 January 20,
2014


Updated tank table and integrity testing
procedures. Updated formatting.


Various
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SPILL PREVENTION, CONTROL, AND COUNTERMEASURE PLAN


SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION


In December 1973, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) promulgated
regulations that established procedures and required equipment to prevent the discharge of oil
from non-transportation-related facilities into or upon the navigable waters of the United States.
These regulations, which are codified in 40 CFR 112, were issued pursuant to Section
311(j)(1)(c) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (as amended). These regulations
underwent a major revision on July 17, 2002, and were amended several times since then,
including December 5, 2008, with the compliance date being extended several times. The
regulations apply to facilities that store petroleum materials in excess of 1,320 gallons above
ground (only containers of 55 gallons or more used for storage are counted) and/or facilities that
store greater than 42,000 gallons of petroleum materials under ground.  This Spill Prevention,
Control, and Countermeasure Plan (SPCC Plan or Plan) has been prepared for the petroleum
storages within the Triumvirate Environmental (Florida) Inc. facility in Davie, Florida. Table 1
provides a summary of the petroleum product storages provided at this facility. Figure 1 shows
the facility location. Figure 2 shows the site layout and petroleum storage areas.


Section 2 of this Plan provides detailed information regarding the facility and its storage
locations.  Section 3 provides a discussion of facility conformance to the regulations in the
format of the regulations.  Section 4 provides spill response procedures to be implemented in the
event of a spill.  Finally, Section 5 provides information regarding the necessity and timing
required for SPCC Plan updates.
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SECTION 2: FACILITY IDENTIFICATION


FACILITY: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc.


FACILITY NAME &
LOCATION:


Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc.
3670 SW 47th Avenue
Davie, Florida 33314


FACILITY PHONE NO. 954-791-1327


NAME OF RESPONSIBLE
PERSON AT THE FACILITY:


John (Shawn) Lennon, General Manager


DESCRIPTION OF
ACTIVITIES:


Facility conducts used oil storage/processing and provides
temporary storage (10 days) for hazardous wastes.


PETROLEUM STORAGE
CAPACITY:


394,000 gallons, largest tank is 100,000 gallons


GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION: Latitude 26o 4' 36.6745"
Longitude 80o 12' 32.8696"


DESCRIPTION OF NEARBY
NAVIGABLE WATER THAT
COULD BE IMPACTED:


No navigable waters of the United States are located nearby that
could be impacted by this facility. A pond and wetland are
located to the northwest of the facility.


DATE OF INITIAL
OPERATION


1987


I. Facility Description


Triumvirate Environmental (Florida) Inc. (TEFL) is located within an industrial area of Davie,
Florida. The facility covers approximately 2.5 acres, of which approximately 50 percent is
covered by concrete, concrete structures, and/or buildings. The remaining portions of the facility
are covered by grass and a gravel-surfaced parking area.


TEFL operations consists primarily of two activities: 1) used oil storage/material processing
subject to 40 CFR 279 of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and 2) the
temporary storage (10 days) of hazardous waste subject to 40 CFR 262 of RCRA.  The layout of
the facility is described by Figure 2.


Generators that send to TEFL include automotive repair/maintenance shops/facilities, industrial
facilities, paint shops, marinas and ship facilities, environmental cleanup sites, etc.
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II. Waste Loading, Unloading, and Storage


Upon entering the facility, trailers and tankers are staged in the concrete parking area of the
facility while awaiting access to the loading/unloading stations. Bulk liquids (i.e. oil and/or
wastewater) are loaded and off-loaded at the stations located at the southeast end of the facility.
Liquids are stored in the tank storage area located in the southeast portion of the facility.
Drummed hazardous waste is received and temporarily stored in the 10-day transfer building
located on the north side of the office trailer. The building is under roof and secondarily
contained by a concrete pad.


III. Waste Processing


Bulk liquids are off-loaded and transferred to various aboveground storage tanks for subsequent
processing. Total storage capacity is approximately 394,000 gallons.  Processing consists of the
conversion of used oil into a fuel oil. Fuel oil is subsequently shipped to properly permitted
industrial furnaces.


Oily water, off-specification fuel, oil filters, used antifreeze, cooking oil, and other non-
hazardous wastes and wastewaters are received at the facility and containerized. The facility also
collects used oil filters, which may be in containers from 55 gallons up to 550 gallon capacity.
Wastes may be sorted in tanker trucks, drums, totes, dump trailers, and roll-off containers.
Drummed non-hazardous waste is shipped to TEFL located in Orlando, Florida for processing
and disposal, or is consolidated in roll-offs located on-site for subsequent shipment to approved
industrial landfills or incinerators.


The loading stations, aboveground storage tanks, and drum storage areas are provided with
secondary containment. Transfer piping is either located in secondary containment areas or is
constructed of double-walled piping.
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TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF STORAGE LOCATIONS


See next page
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H = horizontal tank V = vertical tank   *FPL would not acknowledge requests for information


Location Capacity
(gals) Product Stored Installation


Date
Tank Diameter &


Length
Tank Shell
Thickness


Secondary
Containment


AST #T1 8,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 01/89 8’x21.5’ H 3/8” #1
AST #T2 8,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 01/89 8’x21.5’ H 3/8” #1
AST# T3 6,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 04/89 8’x16’ H 3/8” #1
AST #T4 6,000 Anti-Freeze 04/89 8’x16’ H 3/8” #1
AST # T5 10,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 06/87 10’x18’ H 3/8” #1
AST #T6 9,500 Used Oil/Oily Water 06/87 10.5’x14.6’ H 3/8” #1
AST #T8 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 06/87 10.5’x31’ V 3/8” #1
AST #T9 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 03/89 10.5’x31’ V 3/8” #1
AST #T10 20,000 Used Oil/Diesel 06/87 10.5’x31’ V 3/8” #1


T11 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 06/87 10.5’x31’ V 3/8” #1
T12 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 03/89 10.5’x31’ V 3/8” #1
T13 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 03/89 10.5’x31’ V 3/8” #1
T14 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 03/89 10.5’x31’ V 3/8” #1
T15 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 04/89 10.5’x31’ V 3/8” #1
T16 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 04/89 10.5’x31’ V 3/8” #1
T17 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 04/89 10.5’x31’ V 3/8” #1


T18 or Mixer 6,500 Out of Service 04/89 8.5’x16’ V 3/8” #1
T7 10,000 Used Oil/Oily Water [process tank] 01/93 8’x26’ H 3/8” #2
T20 1,000 Out of Service 02/92 5.33’x6’ H 3/8” #5


Drum Storage
Building


55-550
33,000
(total)


Hazardous and non-hazardous waste,
occasionally 1-20 drums of oil filters or other


petroleum materials;
Cooking Oil Totes 250 gal to 550 gal


N/A Variable Variable #6


Storage Area 55-550 Cooking Oil Totes, Oil Filter or Other
Petroleum Materials


N/A Variable Variable #3


T21 100,000 Used Oil/Oily Water 06/96 20’x31’ V 3/8” #4
T22 20,000 Used Oil/Oily Water [process tank] 01/14 10.5’x31’ H 3/8” #4


FP&L Transformer 55+ Mineral Oil 1990’s
Owned and


operated by FPL
Owned and


Operated by FPL
Owned and


Operated by FPL
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TABLE 2: POTENTIAL SPILLS


Source of Spill Location Potential Type
Of Failure


Estimated
Quantity
(gallons)


Rate of
Spill


(gal/hr)


Direction
Of Spill


Secondary
Containment Potential for Occurrence


Complete spillage
or rupture of drum 5 to 55 5 to 55 Low as drums are secured


Drum/Container Storage Area in
Building


Leak/puncture 5 to 55 Less than 55


Inside building
containment area


Containment #6,
concrete Low to moderate as


drums/containers are secured
when moved around and are


inspected daily


Loading and
Unloading Tank


Storages


At loading/unloading
ramp


Transfer hose
uncoupling or


breakage
Varies Varies Concrete


Containment
Containment #3,


concrete
Low to personnel are always


present


Complete spillage
or rupture of drum 5 to 55 5 to 55 Low as drums are secured


Drum/Container Outside Storage Area


Leak/puncture 5 to 55 Less than 55


Inside building
containment area


Containment #6,
concrete Low to moderate as


drums/containers are secured
when moved around and are


inspected daily


Aboveground
Storage At ASTs Overfilling or tank


leakage
100,000 gallons


oily water Varies Concrete
Containment


Containment #1, 2,
4, & 5


Low as personnel are present
during filling, high-level


alarms provided, and daily
volume checks conducted


Transfer Pumps At ASTs Discharge/leak Varies Varies Concrete
Containment


Containment #1, 2,
4, & 5


Low as personnel are always
present


Internal Heating
Coils AST #T7 Discharge/leak Varies Varies Concrete


Containment Containment #2 Low
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TABLE 3: SECONDARY CONTAINMENTS


Containment No. Description Gross Capacity Net Capacity Largest Tank Freeboard


1 Filled and sealed concrete
block walls on concrete slab 74,700 44,400 20,000 10 inches of rainfall


2 Filled and sealed concrete
block walls on concrete slab 16,000 14,300 10,000 8 inches of rainfall


3 Concrete walls on concrete
slab 36,000 36,000 5,000 10 inches of rainfall


4 Filled and sealed concrete
block walls on concrete slab 135,800 132,000 100,000 14 inches of rainfall


5 Concrete walls on concrete
slab 1,400 1,400 970 13 inches of rainfall


6 Concrete Blocks inside
warehouse >550 >550 550 NA - Indoors
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FIGURE 1 – FACILITY LOCATION MAP


Triumvirate
 Environmental
 (Florida) Inc.
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FIGURE 2 – SITE LAYOUT
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SECTION 3: FACILITY CONFORMANCE


Section 112.4 requires certain notifications be made if a facility has a discharge of more
than 1,000 gallons of oil in a single discharge or more than 42 gallons of oil in each of two
discharges.  This section also requires a facility amend the Plan if the Regional
Administrator requests amendments to the Plan.


This facility will make required notification when appropriate and will either
amend the Plan when requested by the Regional Administrator or will appeal.


Section 112.5(a) requires the amendment of the SPCC Plan when there is a change to the
facility design, construction, operation, or maintenance that materially affects its potential
for discharge.  This includes adding, moving and decommissioning of containers (including
tanks) piping and secondary containment.  This also includes a change in product or
service or the revision of a standard operating or maintenance procedure.


This requirement is discussed in Section 5, SPCC Plan Updates.


Section 112.5 (b) requires a review and evaluation of the SPCC Plan at least once every five
years.  The completion of the review must be documented and a statement as to whether
the Plan will be amended.


The five-year review is discussed in Section 5.  The signed statement for this
review is provided in the Plan’s cover documents.


Section 112.5(e) requires a Professional Engineer certify any Technical Amendments to this
Plan.


Any Technical Amendments to this Plan will be certified by a Professional
Engineer.


Section 112.6:  This regulation provides an option to prepare and self-certify the SPCC
Plan for qualified facilities meeting criteria specified in Section 112.3(g).


This facility does not qualify for the self-certification option.


Section 112.7(a)(1) requires a discussion of the facility’s conformance with SPCC Plan
requirements.


The Plan developed herein shall conform to the regulatory format provided by the
regulation.  Full approval of management is included in the Plan’s cover
documents.
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Section 112.7(a)(2) requires a description of non-conforming issues, the reasons for non-
conformance and the measures to achieve equivalent environment protection adopted by
the facility.


Any issues of non-conformance are described in the discussion provided in
response to the specific requirement.


Section 112.7(a)(3) requires a physical description of the facility, including site diagrams
showing container storage locations and contents, transfer stations, piping, and buried
tanks;


This information is provided in Section 2 of this Plan, with specific reference to
Figures 1 and 2.  There are no buried petroleum storage tanks at this facility.


i) information defining the types and capacities of oil storage;


This information is provided by Table 1 in Section 2 of this Plan.


ii) a procedure for the prevention of discharge during routine handling procedures;


This information is provided in Appendix A in a format that may be copied and
laminated for posting and reference in product-handling areas.


iii) a description of secondary containment around storage sites;


This information is provided by Table 3 of Section 2.


iv) procedures for the discovery of, control of, and response to a discharge;


These procedures are provided by Section 4 of this Plan.


v) methods of disposal of recovered materials; and


Methods for disposal of recovered material are also considered in Section 4.


vi) and, a contact list and phone numbers for appropriate individuals and agencies to
be notified in the event of a spill.


This contact list is provided in Appendix B and may be copied and laminated for
posting in key areas.


Section 112.7(a)(4) Unless facility has submitted a response plan under 112.20, provide
information and procedures to enable person to accurately report a discharge.
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Appendix C provides a form that addresses each required data subject.  Facility
personnel are trained in completing the form and communicating to the relevant
agencies.  Use of this form is discussed in Section 4 of this Plan.


Section 112.7(a)(5) requires Plan organization that describes procedures to be used when a
discharge occurs in a way that makes them readily usable in an emergency, and include
appropriate supporting material as appendices..


This Plan incorporates training and the use of one-page sections that can be easily
referenced and used. TEFL uses an electronic training database to manage
personnel training requirements. Training certificates documenting training
activities are provided in Appendix D.


Section 112.7(b) requires a prediction of spill flow direction, rates of flow, and quantities
that could be discharged.


Experience indicates there is a low potential of tank failure (such as overflow,
rupture, and leakage) at the facility.  This can be attributed to several factors:
1. Tanks operate at ambient temperature and pressure and are equipped with the


level gauges and an overflow alarm and secondary containment.
2. Piping and valves are not in areas exposed to vehicular traffic.
3. The tanks, pumps, valves, and piping are inspected daily with inspection


findings recorded in facility inspection logs.
4. All tanks were thickness tested by a professional engineer in 2002.


Spillage of material is most likely to occur during tank transfer. However, the
quantity of material that would typically be spilled is small. Personnel are
required to be present during transfer, and transfer activities are conducted in
contained areas provided with concrete barriers and elevation controls to prevent
migration and to facilitate cleanup.  In the unlikely event of a release of material
and failure of the secondary containments, it appears that a spill would flow
toward the retention pond to the southwest.


Table 2 and the site layout sketch (Figure 2) provide information on the potential
for spills.


Section 112.7(c) requires provision of containment system and/or diversionary structures
or equipment capable of containing a spill and must be constructed so that any discharge
from a primary containment system will not escape the containment system before cleanup
occurs.  At a minimum, you must use one of the following or its equivalent: dikes, berms,
retaining walls, curbing, drip pans, sumps and collection systems, culverting, gutters,
weirs, booms, other barriers, spill diversion ponds, retention ponds, or sorbent materials.


This facility provides secondary containment as follows:
 Tanks 1 through 6, and 8 through 18, are served by Containment #1.
 Tank 7 is served by Containment #2.
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 The tanker truck load/off-load bays are served by Containment #3.
 Tank 21 is served by Containment #4.
 Tank 20 is served by Containment #5.
 The drum storage building is served by Containment #6.


Section 112.7(d) requires a clear explanation if you determine that installation of certain
specified structures or equipment is not practicable.  For bulk containers, conduct both
periodic integrity testing of the containers, conduct periodic integrity and leak testing of
valves and piping, development of an oil spill contingency plan in cooperation with local
authorities, and a written commitment of adequate response resources if structural
secondary containment can not be provided.


This action is considered unnecessary due to the secondary containment provided.


Section 112.7(e) requires written procedures and records for periodic inspection and tests
of the storage areas and containers.


Appendix E provides an inspection procedure and form for conducting
inspections aimed at preventing and detecting spill threats.  Records of
inspections are kept on file for a minimum of three years. Similarly, records of
tests such as container integrity tests are kept on site for a minimum of three
years.  The General Manager is responsible for implementation of the inspection
program, as well as directing corrective measures.


The inspection program is intended to provide a mechanism to prevent and detect
system malfunctions, equipment deterioration, and operator errors, and to provide
early warning of the potential for such events in order that corrective and
preventative actions may be taken. The inspection program focuses on safety,
emergency equipment, and environmental monitoring. The program is intended to
be implemented by qualified and trained individuals assigned the responsibility to
detect any unsafe conditions at the facility and to help prevent adverse
consequences.  The designated individuals have the training and authority to:


1. Implement the required inspections;
2. Perform necessary evaluations and hazard assessments; and
3. Recommend appropriate corrective or remedial actions.


The inspection is performed daily. Each item listed on the inspection form is
evaluated in such a manner and on such a frequency necessary to alert facility
personnel prior to the development of a serious problem. The level of response to
a problem is determined by the nature and seriousness of the problem identified,
with the protection of personnel and the prevention of adverse impact on the
environment being of paramount concern.
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Section 112.7(f)(1), (2), and (3) require training of oil-handling personnel at least annually
and designation of a person at the facility accountable for discharge prevention.


The Operations Manager is the designated person accountable for discharge
prevention. However, the Triumvirate Environmental, Davie Lab
Services/Compliance Coordinator or his/her designee must instruct personnel in
the proper operation and maintenance of equipment to prevent petroleum spills.
Initial training and annual briefings are provided.


Newly hired operational personnel participate in the TEFL spill prevention and
control training program. All employees participate in a regularly scheduled
review of the SPCC Plan and its procedures. Facility personnel are trained in
general orientation and operation of the facility. An on-the-job training program
related to the specific duties of each job function is specifically provided in
combination with the standardized written, visual, and audible training. In
addition, every operational employee participates in the continuing training to
maintain proficiency, to learn new techniques and procedures, and to reinforce
safety and quality consciousness.


TEFL conducts annual employee meetings that are used as a forum to reinforce
understanding of SPCC Procedures.  Past spill events (if applicable) and failures
are described, malfunctioning components are discussed, and recently developed
or changed precautionary measures are addressed. Copies of training certificates
and a sample training presentation are provided in Appendix E. The following
summarizes the training program:


Spill Prevention and Countermeasures Plan:  Appropriate oil-handling
personnel have been instructed in the following spill prevention and
countermeasure requirements.


 No tanks, drums, or compartments are to be filled without first
checking levels.


 No bulk product deliveries are to be conducted unattended.
 Documented inspections of containers (drums, totes and tanks)


used for oil storage or transfer are to be conducted monthly on any
appropriate form.


 Accumulated precipitation shall be inspected for the presence of an
oil sheen prior to removing pumping accumulation into drum or
tank for disposal.  Inspection must be documented on form in
Appendix F.


 Containers are to be checked daily for any signs of leaks,
deterioration, or vandalism. Visual daily checks of piping, valves,
pumps, and hoses are to be made for signs of leaks.


 No phase of material transferring or processing shall be conducted
unattended by personnel.
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All personnel are trained in:


 The location of emergency response materials;
 Containment procedures;
 Fire and explosion response;
 Shutdown of liquid handling equipment; and
 Spill notification procedures.


Section 112.7(g)(1) requires facilities handling, processing, and storing oil to be fully fenced
with entrance gates locked or guarded, when the facility is unattended.


All waste-handling and storage facilities are located within the general perimeter of
the facility.  The facility has an 8 foot tall security fence on the sides facing the
roads.  The remainder of the facility is surrounded by an eight foot tall steel security
fence topped with 3 strands of barbed wire. Normal and routine access to the facility
is monitored by plant personnel.


Section 112.7(g)(2) requires the securing of valves, which may permit direct outward flow of
the containers contents to the surface, to assure remaining in the close position when not in
operation.


No water draws or drain valves for the secondary containment exist at the facility.
Accumulation is removed by pump to a drum, vacuum truck, or if no sheen is
present the water is discharged.


Section 112.7(g)(3) requires the pump starter controls to be locked in the “off” position and to
be located at a site accessible only to authorized personnel when the pump is not operating.


All containment systems, valves, piping, and electrical control systems are located
within the areas controlled by the security fence. There are no special delivery
pipelines to the facility.


Section 112.7(g)(4) requires adequate lighting to prevent vandalism and to aid in the discovery
of discharges during night hours.


Adequate lighting is provided at all loading, unloading, and processing areas that are
operated during nighttime hours.


Section 112.7(h)(1) requires use of quick drainage systems when drainage from
loading/unloading areas not provided with catchment.


The loading/unloading area is located in Containment #3, which provides
approximately 36,000 gallons of secondary containment.
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Section 112.7(h)(2) requires measures to prevent vehicles from departing before complete
disconnection of transfer lines.


Loading and unloading procedures meet the requirements of the Department of
Transportation (DOT) for the transfer of hazardous and non-hazardous materials.
Personnel are trained in accordance with DOT and OSHA requirements. A copy
of these procedures is provided in Attachment A.


Section 112.7(h)(3) requires inspection of the lower-most drain and all outlets prior to
filling and departure of any tank truck to prevent spillage on site or during transit from the
site.


The inspection is required by the bulk load/unloading procedures of Appendix A.


Section 112.7(i) requires evaluation of a container for risk of failure due to brittle fracture
upon repair, alteration, reconstruction, or change of service.


If an aboveground tank undergoes a repair or alteration that might affect the risk
of a discharge due to brittle failure, the tank will be evaluated prior to being
placed back in service. Repairs, alterations, and evaluations are typically
conducted by a qualified contractor rather than facility maintenance personnel.


Section 112.7(j) requires discussion of more stringent State rules.


The Florida DEP’s regulation 62-762.501(2)(c)3.b states, “Dike field areas with
secondary containment shall...contain a minimum of 110% of the maximum
capacity of the tank or of the largest single walled tank within the dike field
area.”


All secondary containment areas are of sufficient size to contain at minimum
110% of the maximum capacity of the largest tank within the containment area.


Section 112.8(a) requires compliance with Sections 112.7 provisions.


As previously addressed, compliance with Section 112.7 provisions has been
established.


Section 112.8(b)(1) requires control of drainage from diked storage areas.


No outfalls are present at the facility. Surface water drainage patterns for the
facility prevent entry of drainage from unbermed areas into waters of the United
States. Rainwater and/or minor spills within secondary containment areas and
truck loading areas are pumped to storage for proper management and disposal.
Pumps are manually activated. The Secondary Containment Drainage Procedure
is provided in Appendix F. The drum storage building is roofed and minimal
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accumulation of liquids (i.e. rainwater which may enter through facility doors)
may be removed by absorbent materials.


Section 112.8(b)(2) limits valve use to manual, open-and-closed design valves.  Flapper-type
drain valves are not allowed.


No drain valves are provided for the containments.


Section 112.8(b)(3) requires design of facility drainage systems for undiked areas subject to
discharge to flow into catchment basins.  Catchment basins may not be located in areas
subject to periodic flooding.


This section is not applicable to the facility.


Section 112.8(b)(4) requires that a diversion system be provided if Section 112.8(b)(3)
cannot be met.


This section is not applicable to the facility.


Section 112.8(b)(5) requires fail-safe design for systems requiring pumped transfer within
treatment systems for drainage waters.


All pumped transfer systems are manually activated and controlled.


Section 112.8(c)(1) requires the use of containers constructed of oil-compatible materials.


All tanks are constructed of carbon steel, which is an oil-compatible material.
Stored materials are stored at ambient temperature and pressure.


Section 112.8(c)(2) requires provision of secondary containment for bulk storage tank
installations for the capacity of the largest container to be stored plus precipitation
freeboard.


Secondary containment structures constructed of concrete and masonry are
provided at the facility for all oil storage tanks. Loading areas are located in
secondary containment. The drum storage building is roofed and is not subjected
to the precipitation freeboard however the containment exceeds the largest
container. Outside drum storage is also provided with secondary containment.
All containment areas are of sufficient size to contain the contents of the largest
tank or compartment plus an accumulation of 6 inches or more of precipitation.


Section 112.8(c)(3) requires all dike water discharges to be controlled by: keeping bypass
valve closed, inspecting retained rainwater prior to discharge, open and close the valve
under responsible management, and keep records of such events.


Dike wall drain valves are maintained in the closed position when not in use. Dike
water is observed for sheen or oil presence. If contamination is present, the oily
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water is pumped into a tanker and brought to an off-site water treatment facility.
If no sheen or oil presence if observed, the water may be discharged. Appendix
F provides a form for recording such events, in the event the dike water
discharges are deemed acceptable.


Section 112.8(c)(4)&(c)(5) require protection of buried and partially buried metallic
storage tanks from corrosion by coatings or cathodic protection backed by periodic leak
testing.


There are no underground tanks used for the storage of oil at this facility.


Section 112.8(c)(6) requires integrity testing of aboveground containers by frequent visual
inspections and by regularly scheduled non-destructive methods. All inspections and test
must be recorded.


All tanks are inspected on a regular basis to assess tank integrity by the Facility
Manager or other qualified personnel, as assigned by the Facility Manager to
assess tank integrity.  Formal daily inspections record:


 Evidence of leaks or spills;
 Condition of tanks;
 Condition of piping and pumps; and
 Condition of secondary containment areas.


These inspections utilize the form provided in Appendix E.


Ultrasonic testing of tank shell thicknesses was conducted October 16-28, 2002 to
confirm tank integrity.  This testing resulted in engineer certification for
continued use of all tanks. Recertification of tanks will occur every 20 years.


Section 112.8(c)(7) requires monitoring for oil contamination of internal heating coil
discharges to open watercourses or the provision of predischarge storage or treatment.


Internal heating coils are only used on Tank #7. These coils are located inside
secondary containment. Steam return is not discharged to open watercourses.


Section 112.8(c)(8) requires engineering of containers to provide for high level alarms, high
liquid level pump cutoff, or manning direct level reading devices.  Regular testing of liquid
level sensing devices is required.


The possibility of a significant discharge is reduced by the following
equipment/processes:


 Direct visual tank level gauges;
 Audible overflow alarm and ancillary overflow containment tank;
 Manned transfer operations; and,
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 Regular inspections of tanks and ancillary equipment.


Section 112.8(c)(9) requires observation of effluent treatment facilities frequently enough to
detect possible system upsets that could cause a harmful discharge.


There are no plant effluents at this facility.


Section 112.8(c)(10) requires prompt correction of visible discharges.


If it is determined that the integrity of a tank or ancillary equipment is
compromised, the tank or equipment is taken out of service, the problem
evaluated, and appropriate steps taken to correct the deficiencies.


Section 112.8(c)(11) requires provision of secondary containment for mobile containers.


Tanker trucks containing waste materials are parked in the area served by
Containment #3


Section 112.8(d)(1) requires cathodic protection and protective wrapping and coating of
piping installed or replaced on or after 8/16/02. Inspection for corrosion of buried piping
exposed for any reason is required.  Corrosion damage must be repaired.


The facility uses no underground piping for petroleum materials.


Section 112.8(d)(2) requires capping or blank flanging of transfer piping when not in
service. The transfer piping must also be marked as to the origin.


Out-of-service piping shall be removed, capped, or blank flanged.


Section 112.8(d)(3) requires proper design of piping supports to minimize abrasion and
corrosion and allow for expansion and contraction.


Piping supports are designed to allow for expansion and contraction while
minimizing abrasion and corrosion.


Section 112.8(d)(4) requires regular inspection of valves, piping, and appurtenances.


All valves and fittings are periodically inspected for leaks (Appendix E).
Pipelines, valves, and piping are manned during material transfers.


Section 112.8(d)(5) requires signs warning vehicles entering the facility of the presence of
overhead piping.


No overhead piping in traffic ways is present at the facility.


Section 112.20(a) requires the owner or operator of a facility that, because of its location,
could reasonably be expected to cause substantial harm to the environment by discharging
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oil into navigable waters to submit a facility response plan to the Regional Administrator.
Section 112.(f)(1) and Attachment C-1 provide criteria to determine if the facility “could
reasonably be expected to cause substantial harm.”


The “Certification of Substantial Harm Determination Form” in Appendix G
demonstrates that a Facility Response Plan is not required for this facility.
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SECTION 4: SPILL RESPONSE PROCEDURES


Response to spills is conducted according to the procedures detailed in the following subsections.
It must be noted that, if several personnel respond to an incident, many of the following
procedures can be conducted concurrently.  For example, while one person is following the
emergency notification procedures, other personnel could be implementing actions to contain the
spill.


I. Spill Notification Procedure


Upon the discovery of a spill, the following notifications must be made.


1. The Facility Manager (Primary Emergency Coordinator) must be notified immediately.
If he/she cannot be located, then one of the Alternate Emergency Coordinators or the
Company Environmental Coordinator should be called. (See Attachment B for phone
numbers.) The person who discovers the spill should be prepared to give the following
information:


 his/her name and position with the company;
 material spilled and estimated amount;
 source and cause of the spill, if known;
 area affected;
 time the spill was first observed; and
 actions initially taken.


2. The Primary Emergency Coordinator (Facility Manager), First Alternate Emergency
Coordinator (Operations Manager), and the Designated Company Environmental
Coordinators are the only persons authorized to make agency notifications. If the facility
has released petroleum materials off site in harmful quantities as defined in 40 CFR 110.3
(i.e., it has caused a sheen or discoloration on any water body), an authorized person shall
report the incident to the regulatory agencies listed in the Emergency Notification Sheet
in Appendix B.  In reporting, the authorized person shall be prepared to give the
following information:


 his/her name and position with the company;
 facility name, location, and phone number;
 material spilled and amount;
 source and cause of the spill, if known (do not speculate);
 area affected;
 time the spill was first observed;
 extent of injuries, if any;
 any evacuation precautions taken;
 response actions conducted, including containment and cleanup underway;
 estimated time to complete remediation;
 potential hazards to human health or the environment; and
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 names of other individuals and organizations contacted.


3. For a release greater than 42 gallons into the environment (i.e., soil, water), the
authorized person shall determine if the emergency response contractor should be
contacted for cleanup assistance.


4. If the facility has discharged oil into or onto the navigable waters of the United States in
any of the following quantities:
 more than 1,000 gallons in a single spill event, or
 more than 42 gallons in each of two spill events within a 12-month period,
an authorized company representative must submit a written report as described in
subsection IV of this Section.


5. Florida has specific reporting requirements:


a) A discharge of any amount of a pollutant (this includes oil) that enters, or threatens to
enter, waters of the state must be reported as soon as possible, but no later than one hour
after the discovery of the occurrence to the NRC and the FL State Warning Point phone
number in Appendix B.


b) A discharge of 25 gallons of oil or more to a “pervious” surface must be reported as
soon as possible, but no later than 24 hours.


II. Response Preparation


Appropriate containment/spill response equipment is kept in close proximity to all potential spill
areas. A sufficient supply of this material should be available to all locations to ensure that
potential off-site migration pathways can be adequately protected.  The materials to be located
near potential spill areas include:


 a small (20 to 30-gallon) drum containing:
- materials suitable for absorbing petroleum products (e.g. kitty litter, corn cobs, oil-dri,


absorbant socks or pads, etc);
- plastic (or other non-sparking material) shovel or scoop;
- chemical resistant gloves, protective aprons, safety glasses or goggles, and/or other


appropriate personal protective equipment;
 sandbags;
 fire extinguishers;
 shovels; squeegees, and brooms, pipe wrench, drum plug wrench;
 salvage drums and overpacks.


III. Response Procedure


Upon detection of a spill, personnel responding will immediately:
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 put on proper personal protective equipment, which, at a minimum, includes chemical-
resistant gloves and a rubber apron (or equivalent);


 identify the source and cause of the spill;
 take appropriate measures to stop the flow of material (e.g., reconnect hose, plug hole,


shut valve, transfer liquid to an empty drum, etc.);
 quickly estimate the magnitude of the spill;
 using absorbent material, sandbags, or similar material, block drainage ways, if there is a


potential for material to flow off the property;
 contain any material, using cleanup and containment equipment, that may have escaped


the storage vessel;
 recover and containerize spilled material (as much as possible) into a drum or container


and dispose of properly to a landfill permitted for such material, to a recycler capable of
processing off-specification oil, or to a recycler permitted for disposal;


 decommission the tank (if the spill was from a tank) and schedule it for repair after the
cause of the spill or failure has been determined; and


 obtain assistance from a spill cleanup contractor if it is determined that a spill is
uncontrollable and/or contamination outside the facility has occurred.


After the spill has been contained and cleaned up, the Primary Emergency Response Coordinator
(Facility Manager), the Alternate Emergency Response Coordinator (Operations Manager), or
the designated Company Environmental Coordinator must ensure that all spill response
equipment is restocked and ready for usage.


IV. Written Agency Notification


If the facility has released petroleum materials off site in harmful quantities, which means it has
caused a sheen or discoloration on any navigable waters of the United States, the Company
Environmental Coordinator should report the incident to the National Response Center using one
of the forms provided in Appendix C.


If the facility has discharged oil into or on the navigable waters of the United States in any of the
following quantities:


 more than 1,000 gallons in a single spill event, or
 more than 42 gallons in each of two spill events within a 12-month period,


The Company Environmental Coordinator (or designee) must submit a written report to the
Regional Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, Region IV within 60 days.
The report shall contain the information provided by the form in Appendix C.


Florida has specific reporting requirements.  These include:
a) A discharge of any amount of a pollutant (this includes oil) that enters, or threatens to enter,


waters of the state, and
b) A discharge of 25 gallons or more of oil to a “pervious” surface.
The written report must be submitted on Florida Discharge Report Form 62-761.900(1), which is
provided in Appendix C. A copy of any report sent to the Regional Administrator must also be
submitted to the Florida Department of Environmental Protection.
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SECTION 5: SPCC PLAN UPDATES


Section 112.5(a) requires the amendment of the SPCC Plan when there is a change to the
facility design, construction, operation, or maintenance that materially affects its potential
for discharge.  This includes adding, moving and decommissioning of containers (including
tanks) piping and secondary containment.  This also includes a change in product or
service or the revision of a standard operating or maintenance procedure.  Section 112.5(b)
requires a review and evaluation of the SPCC Plan at least once every five years.  The
completion of the review must be documented.


The SPCC Plan shall be updated:


 within six months after significant changes occur in the facility operations;
 if the Plan fails to provide the desired degree of protection;
 when a period of five (5) years has elapsed since the last revision(s) and


the review indicates that a revision is necessary; or
 as required by changes in the 40 CFR 112 regulations.
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APPENDIX A: LOADING/UNLOADING PROCEDURES
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Bulk Fuel Transfer Procedure:


1. Smoking is prohibited while offloading petroleum or fueling vehicles.


2. Verify that all valves in the secondary containment berm are closed. Move the truck into
the unloading area, stop the engine, (unless required to operate a pump), set the hand
brake, place wheel chocks, and connect a grounding cable between the tank and the truck
frame.  Verify sufficient volume in tank (if unloading truck) or in the truck (if loading
truck) prior to starting transfer.


3. Drivers must be present during all petroleum transfers.  No petroleum will be transferred
to or from a storage tank unattended.  The driver must be awake, have an unobstructed
view of the tank and be within 25 feet of the truck.  All transfer operations must be shut
down if the driver leaves area.


4. All employees and all drivers must have knowledge of the nature of the materials they are
handling and must have been trained on the procedures to be followed in an emergency.


5. Hose connections, valves, and pumps must be visually inspected continually during
transfers to check for leaks or drips.  All leaks must be stopped immediately or contained
in a drip pan.


6. All areas, including loading/unloading area, truck parking area, etc. are to be kept free of
petroleum materials and excessive residue.


7. To minimize the release of any material during transfer operations, drip pans or buckets
should be used under all hose connections.  Drip pans and buckets must be cleaned up
before leaving the area.  Oil dry, rags, shovels, etc. are available at the facility for cleanup
in the event of a spill or drip.


8. The available capacity in the storage tank must be checked and confirmed before material
is transferred from a truck to the tank to ensure the storage tank is not overfilled.


9. All spills must be reported to the facility manager.


10. Drivers have the responsibility to keep the transfer area clean and free of petroleum
materials, to prevent spills from occurring, to immediately and thoroughly cleanup any
material spilled, and to report spills to the facility operator.


11. After unloading or unloading is finished, disconnect and secure all hoses, disconnect the
grounding cable, assure that the vehicle’s lowermost drain and outlets are closed and
secured, and assure that tank valves and other closures are closed and free of leaks before
removing the wheel chocks and driving the truck from the transfer area.
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Container Handling Procedure:


1. Company policy prohibits smoking in petroleum product container storage areas.


2. All containerized materials must be secured prior to moving.


3. During loading and unloading containers from a truck, the truck should be moved into the
unloading area with the engine stopped and hand brake set.


4. Personnel using or handling containers must be aware of the materials they are handling
and must be trained in the procedures to follow in an emergency, such as rupture or
puncture of the container.


5. All containers must be labeled as to content.


6. All areas, including concrete containment and storage rooms or trailers, are to be kept
free of spilled material.


7. All spills must be reported to the facility manager.
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APPENDIX B: EMERGENCY CONTACT LIST
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EMERGENCY CONTACT LIST


Local Authority/Agency Phone Number Contact Period
Davie Fire Department 911 Immediately
Davie Police Department 911 Immediately
Emergency Medical Service 911 As Needed
DPEP 954-519-1260 24 Hours
FDEP 651-681-6600 24 Hours


Florida Bureau of Disaster
Preparedness 850-413-9911 24 Hours
National Response Center 800-424-8802 As Needed


Plantation General Hospital
(primary) 954-587-5010 As Needed


Broward General Hospital
(secondary) 954-355-4400 As Needed
Emergency Coordinator:
John P. "Shawn" Lennon, Jr Office 954-583-3795
General Manager Cell 954-296-3873
Secondary Coordinator
Steven T. Swett Office 954-583-3795
Operations Manager Cell 945-296-3871
Cleanup Contractor - Cliff Berry 1800-899-7745 As Needed
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APPENDIX C:
Florida Discharge Reporting Form 62-761.900(1) Spill Response Notification Form
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SPILL RESPONSE NOTIFICATION FORM


Reporter’s Full Name:
Position:
Phone Numbers: Day


Evening
Company: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida) Inc..
Address: 3670 SW 47th Avenue
City, State, Zip: Davie, FL 33314


Facility Longitude: 80o 12' 32.8696" N Facility Latitude: 26o 4' 36.6745" W


INCIDENT DESCRIPTION
Incident Address/Location:
Container Type:
Date and Time of Discharge: AM/PM
Material Discharged:
Discharged Quantity:  Gallons
Did Material Reach Water?  (Y/N)  If so, What Quantity?  Gallons
Media Affected? Air?  Y or N Water?  Y or N Land?  Y or N
Description of Medium Affected:


Source and/or Cause of Incident:


RESPONSE ACTION AND IMPACTS
Actions Taken to Correct, Control, or Mitigate Incident:


Number of Injuries: Number of Deaths:
Evacuation Required?  (Y/N) Number Evacuated:
Damage Incurred: (Y/N) Damage Cost Estimate: $


NOTIFICATIONS
USEPA?  (Y/N) STATE?  (Y/N) Other? See Notification List


ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
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APPENDIX D:
Facility Inspection Procedure and Form
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Inspection Procedure for SPCC Plan


An optional inspection form is provided in this appendix. However, as long as equivalent
inspections are conducted and documented per the RCRA permit, this inspection form need not
be used. The following items, if present, must be inspected by trained personnel:


OBSERVE for puddles of product or an oil sheen on any standing water.


ABOVEGROUND PIPING:  Liquid bulk fill lines will be inspected for leaks, evidence of leaks,
and evidence of potential leaks.


TANKS and PARKED TRUCKS:  All bulk storage containers and associated piping will be
visually inspected for leaks, overflows, and signs of potential problems.  Special emphasis will
be placed on the inspection of seams, patches, piping connections, sight glasses, and other
openings.  Valves should be in their proper position and locked or sealed, if required.


SECONDARY CONTAINMENT:  Secondary containment areas will be inspected for adequate
capacity and leaks, cracks, or other signs of failure.


SECONDARY CONTAINMENT RAINWATER ACCUMULATION:  Diked areas must be
kept reasonably free of rainwater accumulation. Secondary containment drains MUST be closed
and sealed when not in use.  The drain must be manned whenever it is open. Any drainage of
rainwater from secondary containment areas must be INSPECTED and RECORDED on a
Secondary Containment Drainage Log (See Appendix F).


TRANSFER PUMPS:  Transfer pumps will be inspected for leaks around the housing.
Associated piping will be inspected for leaks at the pump connections.


DRUMS:  Drums will be inspected when received for condition.  Drums will not be accepted if
there is evidence of leaks or mishandling.  Drums in storage will be examined for leaks, with
special attention given to the bottom seam.


DRAINS:  Drains should be inspected for blockage and accumulation of debris that would
impede the free flow of liquids.


DRAIN PANS OR DRIP CONTAINERS:  The liquid level in drip pans or drain containers
should be checked and emptied as needed.


TANK OVERFILL ALARMS: Overfill alarm systems should be tested periodically for proper
function.


DISPENSING HOSES:  Dispensing hoses should be inspected for leaks and hose deterioration.
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SPILL RESPONSE EQUIPMENT:  Check spill response equipment to make sure that it is fully
stocked and in good condition.  Replace or upgrade as needed.


COOKING OIL TOTES: Will be inspected when received for condition. Oil Totes will not be
accepted if there is evidence of leaks or mishandling.  Oil Totes in storage will be examined for
leak.


USED OIL FILTER CONTAINERS: All bulk used oil filter storage containers will be examined
for leaks or overfill.
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SPCC Monthly Facility Inspection Form


Oil Storage
Description


Tank/Truck/
Container in


Good
Condition?


Tank Piping,
Hoses, Valves,


Supports,
Appurtenances,


etc. in Good
Condition?


Secondary
Containment


in Good
Condition, No


Liquid?


Date Problem
Corrected and


Employee
Initials


Used Oil Tank


Tank Truck


Vacuum Truck No. 1


Vacuum Truck No. 2


Used Oil Drums in
HW Storage Area NA


Cooking Oil Totes


Used Oil Filter
Containers


Transformer (owned and operated by FPL) in good condition? Y N


Spill Response Equipment:  Seal in Place or Inventory Complete? Y N


Physically Test Tank Alarm – Functional? Y N


Comments: ____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________


To the best of my knowledge, I have personally verified that the information on this report is
true, accurate, and complete.


Inspector’s Signature: Date:
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APPENDIX E: TRAINING RECORDS
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APPENDIX F: SECONDARY CONTAINMENT DRAINAGE PROCEDURE AND LOG
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Secondary Containment Draining Procedure:


1. Inspect secondary containment on a monthly basis or as necessary for drainage.


2. Visually inspect the secondary containment.  Indicate the condition of the accumulated
water.


4. Record the depth of accumulation.


5. Follow the appropriate drainage procedure.


A. Observe the water surface for a sheen or oil presence.


B. If the water is possibly contaminated, take a sample for closer observation and
possible testing.


C. If the water is considered contaminated, call the facility operator or emergency
coordinator to direct cleanup or further action.


D. If in doubt of the appropriate action, contact a facility operator or emergency
coordinator immediately.


6. Sign, date, and file the form. Drainage Logs are to be retained at the facility for a
minimum period of three (3) years.


7. Return the completed inspection form to the facility manager or designee.
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Secondary Containment Drainage Log
Certificate of Substantial Harm Determination Form:


Containment #


Pumping
Started


Pumping
StoppedInspection


Date Condition
Depth


Of
Accum.


Procedure
Time Time


Comment
s


Signature


1     2     3 1


1     2     3 1


1     2     3 1


1     2     3 1


1     2     3 1


1     2     3 1


1     2     3 1


1     2     3 1


1     2     3 1


1     2     3 1


1     2     3 1


1     2     3 1


1     2     3 1


1     2     3 1


1     2     3 1


1     2     3 1


1     2     3 1


1     2     3 1


1     2     3 1


1     2     3 1


Condition:
1.  Accumulation clear & free of oil, sheen, or discoloration.
2.  Accumulation has very small quantity of oil, film, sheen, or discoloration.
3.  Accumulation has heavy oil content.
Procedure:
1.  Entire accumulation pumped to drum or tank truck for disposal.


NOTE:  If in doubt on procedure or condition, contact facility operator immediately
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APPENDIX G:
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Certificate of Substantial Harm Determination Form:


FACILITY NAME: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida) Inc.


FACILITY ADDRESS: 3670 SW 47th Avenue, Davie, Florida 33314


1. Does the facility have a maximum storage capacity greater than or equal to 42,000 gallons and do
the operations include over water transfer of oil to or from vessels?


Yes No X


2. Does the facility have a maximum storage capacity greater than or equal to one million (1,000,000)
gallons and is the facility without secondary containment for each aboveground storage area
sufficiently large to contain the capacity of the largest aboveground storage tank and precipitation
within the storage area?


Yes No X


3. Does the facility have a maximum storage capacity greater than or equal to one million (1,000,000)
gallons and is the facility located at a distance (as calculated using the appropriate formula in
Attachment C-III or an alternative formula* considered acceptable by the RA) such that a discharge
from the facility could cause injury to fish, wildlife, and sensitive environments?


Yes No X


4. Does the facility have a maximum storage capacity greater than or equal to one million (1,000,000)
gallons and is the facility located at a distance (as calculated using the appropriate formula in
Attachment C-III or an alternative formula* considered acceptable by the RA) such that a discharge
from the facility would shut down a public drinking water intake?


Yes No X


5. Does the facility have a maximum storage capacity greater than or equal to one million (1,000,000)
gallons and, within the past 5 years, has the facility experienced a reportable spill in an amount
greater than or equal to 10,000 gallons?


Yes No X


*If an alternative formula is used, documentation of the reliability and analytical soundness of the
alternative formula must be attached to this form.


CERTIFICATION – INCLUDES ALL SUBSTATIONS
I certify under penalty of law that I have personally examined and am familiar with the information
submitted in this document, and that based on my inquiry of those individuals responsible for
obtaining this information, I believe that the submitted information is true, accurate, and complete.


General Manager
Signature Title


John (Shawn) Lennon
Name (please type or print) Date
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PERMIT FEE COPY OF CHECK
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PHOTO LOG







Date: January 6, 2014 Project Title: CLOSURE REPORT
Site Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc


EPA ID Number: FLD 981 018 773 Site Address: 3670 SW 47 Avenue, Davie, Florida 33314


Project No. 021322


P:\Projects\2013\021322 - Triumvirate Environmental, Inc - Storage Tanks
Upgrade\10 - Report\Closure of AST Photos_010614_nl.doc


- 1 -


Description: View of the 240 ton Crane being setup centrally on the Property & near the Mobile office


Site Photo No: 1 Project Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc Date: 01/06/14


Description: View of the 240 ton Crane being setup inside the concrete berm as shown in Figure 2


Site Photo No: 2 Project Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc Date: 01/06/14
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Description: View of the High Lift being setup to inspect the lifting lugs on T 11 (second tank from front) Removal of Tank
Cover
Site Photo No: 3 Project Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc Date: 01/06/14


Description: View of the top cover to Tank T 11 being removed using 240 ton crane


Site Photo No: 4 Project Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc Date: 01/06/14







Date: January 6, 2014 Project Title: CLOSURE REPORT
Site Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc


EPA ID Number: FLD 981 018 773 Site Address: 3670 SW 47 Avenue, Davie, Florida 33314


Project No. 021322
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Description: View of tank cover being moved away from secondary containment area # 1


Site Photo No: 5 Project Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc Date: 01/06/14


Description: View of sludge inside T 11 base floor


Site Photo No: 6 Project Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc Date: 01/06/14
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Description: Interior view of inside of T 11 after removal of sludge, liquids, and decontamination of tank


Site Photo No: 7 Project Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc Date: 01/06/14


Description: Closer view of the interior of T 11 after cleaning being viewed from the side of the tank Manway


Site Photo No: 8 Project Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc Date: 01/06/14
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Description: Interior view of the T 11 showing verification that the base floor is decontaminated and free of sludge & liquids


Site Photo No: 9 Project Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc Date: 01/06/14


Description: Two side views of T 11 after removal from secondary containment area # 1 and placed centrally on property for
loading
Site Photo No: 10 Project Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc Date: 01/06/14
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Description: View of T11 being loaded onto flatbed trailer for transportation to &M&L Auto Wrecking & Parts, Davie, Florida


Site Photo No: 11 Project Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc Date: 01/06/14


Description: Side and bottom view of T11 loaded on flatbed trailer. No holes or pitting on the bottom of the tank were
obeserved.
Site Photo No: 12 Project Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc Date: 01/06/14
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Description: View of the concrete floor underneath the location of T 11 in secondary containment #1 before beginning pressure
cleaning and decontamination of the concrete floor
Site Photo No: 13 Project Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc Date: 01/06/14


Description: Close-up view of the concrete floor underneath the location of T 11 in secondary containment #1 before beginning
pressure cleaning and decontamination of the concrete floor
Site Photo No: 14 Project Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc Date: 01/06/14
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Description: View of the concrete floor underneath the location of T 11 in secondary containment #1 after cleaning and
decontamination of the concrete floor
Site Photo No: 15 Project Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc Date: 01/06/14


Description: Additional view of the concrete floor underneath the location of T 11 in secondary containment #1 after cleaning
and decontamination of the concrete floor
Site Photo No: 16 Project Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc Date: 01/06/14
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Description: View of the concrete floor facing south and underneath the location of T 11 in secondary containment #1 after
cleaning and decontamination of the concrete floor
Site Photo No: 17 Project Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc Date: 01/06/14


Description: View of the concrete floor facing south and underneath the location of T 11 in secondary containment #1 after
cleaning and decontamination of the concrete floor
Site Photo No: 18 Project Name: Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc Date: 01/06/14







ATTACHMENT O


SLUDGE AND RINSATE WATER DISPOSAL RECEIPT











ATTACHMENT P


TANK T11 DISPOSAL RECEIPT AND BILL OF LADING















ATTACHMENT Q


SECONDARY CONTAINMENT CALCULATIONS



















ATTACHMENT R


CLOSURE COST ESTIMATE











Please review the Latitude and revise as appropriate.
5.       Application Form For A Used Oil Processing Permit, Pages 5 of 8 through 7 of 8: Forms are

signed and the date is left blank. Please review the Form and complete as appropriate.
6.       Attachment E, Waste Analysis Plan & Material Profiling, Section 4-Petroleum Contact Water,

Last Sentence, Page 5:
Facility indicates that when the PCW is received at the plant it is processed and the
processed product undergoes analytical data.
Please identify PCW tank in the tank Table.
The existing permit allows only collection of PCW and doesn’t allow processing. Please
review and revise as appropriate.
 

7.       General Comments: Please let me know if there are any other changes in these Submittals.
 
If you have questions, please let me know.
 
Sincerely,
 
Bheem R. Kothur, P.E., DEE
Hazardous Waste Program and Permitting

 
  
 

 
 
From: Nilesh Lakhlani [mailto:neil@geotech-usa.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 6:58 PM
To: Kothur, Bheem
Cc: Shawn Lennon; jwyluda@triumvirate.com
Subject: Closure Document - Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc - 3670 SW 47 Avenue, Davie
Florida 33314 ( FLD 981 018 773)
 
Good Evening Mr. Kothur,
 
As discussed and on behalf of Triumvirate Environmental (Florida), Inc (TEFI),
GeoTech is attaching an electronic copy of the closure document concerning the
removal of Tank T-11 at the above-mentioned facility for FDEP review.  The original
document including a check in the amount of $250.00 will be mailed tomorrow. 
 
Please do not hesitate to call me if you have any questions or require additional
information.
 
May All Beings Be Happy.

Nilesh "Neil" Lakhlani
Project Manager
GeoTech Environmental, Inc



WoodMont Professional Building
7737 N. University Drive, Ste 206
Tamarac, Florida 33321
Tel: (954) 597 9100
Fax: (954) 597 9191
Cell: (954) 347 8684

Email: neil@geotech-usa.com

www.geotech-usa.com

This message (including attachments) may contain information that is privileged, confidential or protected from disclosure. If you are
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that dissemination, disclosure, copying, distribution or use of this message or any
information contained in it is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please immediately notify the sender by
reply e-mail and delete this message from your computer. Although we have taken steps to ensure that this e-mail and attachments are
free from any virus, we advise that in keeping with good computing practice the recipient should ensure they are actually virus free.

mailto:neil@geotech-usa.com
http://www.geotech-usa.com/

